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DBA Survivor: Become a Rock Star DBAApress, 2010

	You hold in your hands a collection of insight and wisdom on the topic of database administration gained through many years of hard-won experience, long nights of study, and direct mentorship under some of the industry’s most talented database professionals and information technology (IT) experts.


	Consider the standard...
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HP Vertica EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to deploy, administer, and manage HP Vertica, one of the most robust MPP solutions around


	About This Book

	
		Learn cluster management and techniques to improve performance in Vertica
	
		Deploy local segmentation and get to grips with the concept of projections
	
		A simple,...
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Oracle Database 10g High Availability with RAC, Flashback, and Data Guard (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2004
Attain real solutions for current availability challenges. Based on a “DBA-centric” approach to High Availability,Oracle Database 10g High Availability concentrates on explaining 10g technologies and practices to database administrators, covering general availability, real application clusters (RAC), disaster planning and...
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Oracle 10g/11g Data and Database Management UtilitiesPackt Publishing, 2009

	Does your database look complicated? Are you finding it difficult to interact with it? Database interaction is a part of the daily routine for all database professionals. Using Oracle Utilities the user can benefit from improved maintenance windows, optimized backups, faster data transfers, and more reliable security and in general can do...
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OCP Instructors Guide for Oracle DBA Certification: A Study Guide to Advanced Oracle Certified Professional Database Administration TechniquesRampant Techpress, 2004

	An instructor’s guide for teaching Oracle DBA certification candidates, this book is highly technical and written for Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) DBA instructors who want to ensure that their students successfully pass their Oracle OCP certification exam. Covering those OCP topics that students find the most challenging,...
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Troubleshooting SQL Server - A Guide for the Accidental DBARed gate, 2011

	I've spent much of the last six years of my working life trying to help people solve SQL

	Server-related performance problems, either hands-on, at client sites in my capacity as a

	consultant, or on various online community forums, answering people's questions.





	Over that time I've been exposed to a few weird...
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DB2 9 for Linux, UNIX, and Windows: DBA Guide, Reference, and Exam Prep (6th Edition)IBM Press, 2007

	Today’s business leaders agree that effectively managing and leveraging information to make decisions has never been more important. More than 60 percent of CEOs feel their organizations need to do better at leveraging their information (IBM® Attributes and Capabilities Study, 2005). CFOs feel that if they leverage their information...
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Database Administration: The Complete Guide to Practices and ProceduresAddison Wesley, 2002
"One of Craig's hallmarks is his ability to write in a clear, easy-to-read fashion. The main purpose of any technical book is to transfer information from writer to reader, and Craig has done an excellent job. He wants the reader to learn—and it shows." —Chris Foot, Senior Oracle Certified Instructor,...
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Digital Painting Fundamentals with Corel Painter XCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Digital Painting Fundamentals with Corel Painter X is an introduction to drawing and painting using a Wacom graphics tablet and the industry standard software for pixel-based art. Each chapter is full of exercises designed to teach basic skills, such as eye-hand coordination. Easy-to-follow projects lead you from a simple, still life sketch to...
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Essentials of Financial AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Essentials of Financial Analysis

Full of valuable tips, techniques, illustrative real-world examples, exhibits, and best practices, this handy and concise paperback will help you stay up to date on the newest thinking, strategies, developments, and technologies in financial analysis.

"Essentials of Financial Analysis is a...
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Beginning SQL Server 2000 DBA: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2004

	Have you been considering a career change and thinking about becoming a SQL Server DBA

	(database administrator)? Perhaps you've been given the responsibility oflooking after a SQJ. Server

	and you aren't quite sure what this really means or where you should start? Maybe you're just

	interested in finding out what on earth...
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OCA: Oracle Application Server 10g Administration I Study Guide (Exam 1Z0-311)Sybex, 2006
Here's the book you need to prepare for the Oracle Application Server 10g Administration I exam (#1Z0-311) and certification as an Oracle Certified Administrator. The leading reference on Oracle's new certification track, this comprehensive book includes: 
	Practical information on installing and configuring Oracle Application...
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